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"The Devil Used Her Sins": Despair, Confession and Salvation in a
Seventeenth-Century Witch-Trial
by Laura Kounine

Dorothea Rieger was put on trial for witchcraft in 1678, some fifty
years after the height of the "witch-craze" had swept Germany
between 1580 and 1630. She was tried in Besigheim,
approximately thirty kilometres north of Stuttgart, in the
southwestern duchy of Württemberg, an area that experienced
relatively low levels of witch-hunting. The trial of Dorothea Rieger
thus came relatively late in the history of the early modern witch-
hunts, and was not an altogether "typical" case. Rieger had
come to the attention of the authorities because of her suicidal
thoughts and her "feeble-mindedness", which had led her to
confess that the Devil had "used her sins" and that she
"belonged under the gallows".

Witch-trial narratives are fascinating sources for the early
modern historian, particularly for looking at the history of
emotions.[1] Witchcraft, at its most fundamental, involves
wishing harm to others. It centrally concerns the impact of
emotional states on physical ones.[2] In a court of law,
establishing whether someone was a witch or not necessitated
the interrogators – both spiritual and judicial – to examine the
accused's conscience, their soul, their emotions. In a trial such
as Dorothea Rieger's, which was predicated on compelling a
spiritual conversion, and where physical evidence of witchcraft –
if it at all existed – was almost absent from the trial record, the
accused’s behaviour, their comportment on trial, and above all,
their "interior states" were all investigated for signs of guilt. The
crime of witchcraft can in this light be seen as a crime of conscience and a crime of emotions. Witch-trial
records can be frustratingly opaque and even mundane, and they can never offer a direct lens onto the voice
of the accused. Read carefully and sensitively, however, they can give us an idea of the rich emotional
language employed and deployed by the accused and their interrogators.

In a court report dated 15 January 1678, it was stated that Dorothea Rieger, a 74 year-old widow, was
brought forward as she had said various things in her illness, about which her guard was questioned.[3]
Christoph Ott, the guard, declared that the previous Saturday at around midday, Rieger "began to talk quite
despairingly" that she was not worthy of a Christian burial but rather "she belonged under the gallows, yes
one should burn her".[4] She claimed that "the Devil used her sins", through the "numerous adulteries" that
she had committed.

She had thought that the Devil would take her the previous night, she could not pray, the Devil was her,
everything was in vain, she could not believe that God would forgive her, and whilst she had a day of rest and
could pray again, yesterday it got worse again, and the despair was once again completely there.[5]

Rieger had further declared that she had committed adultery with the Bürgermeister, "which had happened
recently", and listed numerous other men with whom she claimed to have had affairs, eventually stating that
she had committed adultery with over one hundred people.[6]

It was evident from the outset that Rieger suffered from some form of mental illness, which was described
as "Blödigkeit" or feeble-mindedness.[7] This "feeble-mindedness" that afflicted Rieger waxed and waned,
such that it was reported that at times she spoke in ‘Blödigkeit’ and at times without. The "Blödigkeit" had led
Rieger to confess to some extraordinary crimes – for instance that she had committed adultery with the town
mayor "recently" – which did not seem to have been thought of as credible by everyone. Indeed, given her old
age and the fact that she was "already quite weak" – both physically and mentally – her claims seemed
hardly convincing. The Bürgermeister himself was questioned about Rieger's allegations and strenuously
denied any affair, said it was "blatant lies", that he had "never touched her, much less slept with her".[8]

Rieger was quite distraught, consumed with her own guilt, and it was reported that "she wants to stab
herself, if someone would only give her a knife".[9] Rieger evidently had contemplated suicide. However,
there were stark cultural sanctions against suicide, which in the early modern period was held to be a crime:
those who committed it were punished by being buried in unconsecrated ground, and thus suffered eternal
damnation.[10] By confessing to these crimes with the Devil, therefore, Rieger not only ensured herself an
almost inevitable death, but she also could die a penitent sinner, where suicide would only lead to
damnation. Her confession to witchcraft thus is reminiscent of cases of suicide murders, in which a person
would commit murder with the aim of being killed for their crime.[11]

In the language of the court record – an opaque mixture of Rieger's own words and that of the court scribe –
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one emotion was paramount: despair. This emotion was described in the highly Lutheran terminology of
Anfechtung and Verzweiflung. Indeed, Anfechtungen – assaults or temptations by the Devil –were a symbol
of piety for Lutherans; they were a mark of being spiritually alive. In early modern Lutheran Germany,
therefore, what we would think of as an emotion, such as despair or fear, was not grounded in the
"unconscious" or in personal failure, but rather could be understood as assaults by the Devil.[12] That is not
to say that early modern people did not experience "emotions"; but that emotions were conceptualised, and
made sense of, through a starkly different world-view.[13] Rather than locating Verzweiflung, despair, within
one’s "self", as one might be inclined to do in the twenty-first century, it was couched instead in terms of
one’s relationship with God and the Devil. In order to become closer to God, one first had to overcome the
Devil. This understanding was meant to provide consolation for those afflicted with such thoughts, since
Luther held out the hope that "whoever suffers from the devil here will not suffer from him yonder".[14] Yet, as
Luther himself acknowledged, this was slim consolation for anyone caught in a deep depression.[15]

Rieger exclaimed once again that she ‘belongs on the stake, and finally confessed, yes she was a
witch’.[16] She continued:

with repeated pleas to do justice by her, so that she could escape from torture, for the Devil lives in her,
presses hard on her heart and in her throat, that she cannot talk well, and so […] torments and maltreats her,
that she cannot bear and stand it any longer, one should give her a knife, that she could stab in her body.[17]

Finally, she exclaimed, she does not want to affirm this particular point, given that she does not remember
everything, so exactly, what she said back then in her fear, but this she will admit: "that she had met the Devil
two years ago, in the form of a handsome young man, he fetched her from her parlour […]. [She] had since
then not heard anything from him until fourteen days ago, when her conscience was awoken because the
Devil heavily exploited her sins".[18] She claimed that everything else that was charged against her was a
"misunderstanding", and begged that "nothing else be put upon her".[19] It was now observed that this
Dorothea Rieger had confessed "without feeble-mindedness" [blödigkeith].[20]

Before a verdict could be reached, however, it was recorded on 1 March that Rieger, the previous night, "with
good sanity", had come to a "calm and peaceful end".[21] This remark in the trial record is in itself a model
narrative of redemption: after spiritual guidance, Rieger confessed with a clear mind and was then granted a
peaceful death. The question turned to whether Rieger had died a witch, or a penitent sinner, who deserved
a Christian burial. It was reported:

[that we] do not doubt her conversion and b lessedness, since, as long as we had visited her, she always […]
prayed devoutly, yesterday we visited her for the last time, she prayed after us with understanding and
intelligence […] with belief and hope […] that she would expect mercy, her sins […] forgiven, and only shed
one drop of b lood from all her sins […] we asked her, next to other points, if she still had Anfechtung,
seduction and re-enactment from the Devil? Response: no, not anymore; 2: if heavy sins no longer lie on her
heart and conscience? Rp: No, she has confessed everything and does not know anything anymore […] that
she yesterday evening four hours before her death with the pastor in the presence of her three guards,
confessed again and clearly also with a sound mind confirmed [deutlich auch vernünfftig bejaht]. So it is to
decide how to bury her.[22]

There is much to glean from this trial. Although she was clearly suffering from a mental illness, as well as
being old and weak, the magistrates had concluded that Rieger, at her death, had in fact been in "sound
mind". Her mental illness and her vulnerable emotional state were not taken as mitigating factors in
Rieger’s ability to give an account of herself on trial. This is striking, as Rieger was clearly plagued with guilt,
not of witchcraft, but of her numerous sins as she conceived of them, and thus was desperate to confess to
all manner of things in order that she could stop the Anfechtungen – her battles with the Devil and the root of
her despair – and clear her conscience and heart. It is plausible that, in confessing to these crimes, Rieger
hoped to secure her death and her salvation. It could thus be read as an act of suicide – although in this
configuration, Rieger was able to die a Christian, rather than receiving eternal damnation for the crime of
suicide.[23] For Rieger, morality and sin were understood within the framework of good, evil, God and the
Devil. The emotions that she experienced, despair and fear, moreover, were also understood as grounded
in the Devil; overcoming these feelings would mean overcoming Satan himself. The Devil had "fed" off her
sins and had taken hold of her conscience. Her imagery, "that the Devil lives in her, presses hard on her
heart and in her throat, that she cannot talk well" illustrates the way in which she conceived of her sins
weighing down on her and her ability to express herself. It is not hard to imagine that she might be so
determined to clear her conscience, and confess all her sins, precisely because she was nearing death.
This way she could ensure the salvation of her soul and die a penitent Christian. It also seems that both
Rieger, and her interrogators, shared in this understanding of the trial: her confessions, and the salvation of
her soul, were paramount for both parties in this drama.
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